
Every effort has been made to make sure these dance sheets are accurate.  Please let us know if there are any 
errors or omissions email:  jbwesterndance@aol.com. 
 

Make Me a Dancer 
 
Choreographed 
by 

  Chris & Trev ~ Lonestar WPDC ~ Dec 2008 
 16 2695523 – chris.trev@talktalk.net 

Description    48 count partner dance same footwork throughout 
  starting in side by side/sweetheart 
 

Music    Make her fall in love with me song - George Strait 
  CD Troubadour (122BPM) Get CD Here 
  Alan Gregory's I Can Dream C D 

  
 

 
 Step & Fan Toe, Right Step Lock & Shuffle Forward 
1-4  Step forward on right, fan toes to right, left. centre [keep weight on Lt] 
5-8  Step forward on right lock left behind right & right shuffle forward 
 
 Step & Fan Toe, Left Step Lock & Shuffle Forward 
1-4  Step forward on left, fan toe left, right, centre [keep weight on Rt] 
5-8  Step forward on left lock right behind left & left shuffle forward 
 
 Step Forward Right, Pivot 1/2 Turn Left, Shuffle 1/2 Turn Left, Rock Back 
 Recover & Shuffle Forward 
1-4  Step forward on right (release right hands) pivot 1/2 turn left, 
 shuffle 1/2 turn left back into sweetheart 
5-8 Rock back on left recover on right & left shuffle forward 
 
 Gent and Lady Change Sides & Shuffle Forward 
1-4  Gent walk diagonally forward to OLOD right left and right shuffle forward 
 Lady walk diagonally forward to ILOD right left and right shuffle forward 
5-8  Gent Walk diagonally forward to  ILOD left right left shuffle forward 
 Lady Walk diagonally forward to OLOD left right left shuffle forward  
 Keep hold of hands, gent goes behind lady bringing 
 left over lady's head on both changes ending back in sweetheart 
 
 Gent Walk Walk Shuffle, Lady 1/2 Turn R, Straight Shuffle Backwards 
 Gent 1/2 Turn L, Straight Shuffle Backwards, Lady Walk Walk Backwards 
1-4  Gent walk right left & right shuffle forward 
 Lady steps 1/2 turn right on R,L, right shuffle backwards 
5-8  Gent steps 1/2 turn left to on L, R left shuffle backwards 
 Lady walks backwards left right & left shuffle backwards 
 (Bring left arm over ladies head on counts 1) 
 (Raise both arms on counts 5 over man's head to end facing RLOD in VW) 
 
 Both Make 1/2 turn to line of dance on walk walk shuffle and walk walk Shuffle. 
1-4  Both step side right making a 1/4 turn to face, 1/4 turn to LOD, right shuffle forward 
5-8  Both walk left right & left shuffle forward 
 (On count 2 raise arms back into sweetheart) 
 Start again HAPPY DANCING 
 
 


